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were taken of the golfers in this country to find
out what they considered as factors influencing the cost and
result of turf maintenance,
it is quite certain that a very large
majority would answer something
like this: \'V'eather, rain,
sunshine, dry spells, and the amount of play. Four-fifths
of
the answer would be weather.
A POLL

They are correct, but not to the extent that weather is fourfifths or even one-fifth influential in affecting the cost and
result of maintenance.
Under modern green keeping methods,
I venture to say the weather affects the green fees, or revenue,
more than the cost of maintenance,
and naturally if fewer
rounds are played because of inclement weather the greater the
cost of a single round will be on a stipulated
budget.
The
number of rounds of play, however, has a decided influence and
must not be overlooked.
To the weather, and amount of play, a few golfers will add
the greenkeeper and the use of machinery.
These are the limits
of accepted and recognized influences.
Of these the greenkeeper is the most important.
There arc other influences that
greatly affect the cost and results, but are seldom recognized and only occasionally accepted by the golfer. Greenkeepers know them, but the chairmen as a rule fail to accept
them and if they do, give them comparatively
little value.
"The "dub" is charged with physical damage to the course,
because "dubs" arc numerous, meek, and uncertain in their
play. Of course, physical damage, as divot taking, docs affect
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the cost and result, but to start an argument I'll say that one
low handicap member exerts more influence on the cost than
twenty "dubs;" one salesman more than fifty "dubs," and one
professional more than seventy-five "dubs."
Don't misunderstand
the statement and interpret it to say,
"does more damage" than so many "dubs."
The influence is
just as great for lower cost and higher standards as it is for
greater costs. In fact much more so, for the majority of low
handi ..ap members and professionals are an asset to the game
of golf.
It is doubtful that they realize how strong their influence is,
or how powerful it can be. They are neither spectacular
nor
unduly prominent, and they go about their play or work without fuss or poor sportsmanship,
setting a splendid example
which forms the backbone of public opinion.
It is the setting of good examples that lowers the cost of
equal standard maintenance.
"Bobby" Jones, by his superb
conduct, has exerted a great influence toward lower maintenance costs. In their zeal to copy (as far as possible) the grea t
player, thousands of golfers have adopted his thoughtful
conduct and tolerant attitude.
Try to realize the resultant saving
in maintenance costs. Unfortunately
it cannot be measured.
On the other hand, golf clubs in the vicinity of the town
where a recent national championship was held, suffered much
damage to their teeing grounds, because players tried to use the
lifted turf tee. They had seen several flashy players use such a
tee in the championships.
Among the smaller clubs a turf tak-
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a hand-power
sod cutter
designed
for green keepers

Solves the greenkeeper's
troubles.
Produces sod of absolutely uniform thickness and square even edges, insuring solid, tight butting, with consequent quick
knitting and firm, smooth relays. Cuts a strip 13~" wide, any length and any
depth from ~i'" to 274'''. No horses or tractors used; two men operate it, easily
cutting 15,000 sq. ft. of sod a day. Weighs less than 100 Ibs. and uses no weights.
Invaluable
for removing
infections
ill
greens, remodeling of tees and installing
sprinkling systems.
Can be rol1ed ab:>ut
with absolutely no injury to greens. Meets
the ex~cting requirements
of green keepers
for a !llmple. trouble-proof, convenient and
ACCURATE tool. Write for ful1 information. Some territory still open and available for selling agents.
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ing, careless, "smart aleck" low handicap member has a following of hero worshiping turf-taking
individuals.
Do they
influence the cost and standard of maintenance?
Most certainly.
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handicap players have among their membership a much
greater per cent of "crabs" than the medium handicappers,
average players or "dubs." They must have an alibi for each
poorly played stroke and the turf and green keeper are almost
always at fault. Again they have a following of lesser "crabs."
Crabbing lowers the club's morale, which naturally influences
the costs and resul ts.
Is it the "dub" or average player as an individual, that does
the most damage to the turf, traps, or bunkers?
Neither!
They dare not, for fear of being bawled out. They will top,
slice, hook, and cut their ball rather than be bawled out. But
no one, even the professional, dares to bawl out the low handicap man.
A past national champion told the writer that he thought
the low handicap members did more damage to the course and
were worse "crabs" than the "dubs," or average players. Certainly the example set by the low handicap
(10 or under)
players, is followed closely by their friends and satellites.
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1- ROFESSIONALS can influence the cost and result of maintenance directly or indirectly.
They are the "man of authority"
about the course, in closer touch with all members than anyone about the club. They are particularly
friendly with the
low handicap member, and sincerely interested in the "dub,"
the two most important
members to feel an influence. Thus
by example, the professional is an indirect influence. Directly
he can save the maintenance
budget and raise the standard by
working the green keeper, informing
him of trouble to the
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Remember, it is the way
you irrigate
them that
counts. Water properly applied will carry your course
through the driest season, and, as you know, a well-kept
course is always a popular course. Keep your fairways in
June condition the season through with
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BU~KNER
SPRINKLERS
There are more Buckner Sprinklers and valves in use on
the golf courses of the United States than all other makes
of similar equipment combined. Only superior performance could create this overwhelming
preference.
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Two Outstanding

Bents

Cocoos Creeping Bent
This is the Bent that has made California greens famous, now
in use from Coast to Coast. While Cocoos is botanically
known
as Agrostis maritima, it should be borne in mind that all strains
of Agrostis maritima are not Cocoos Bent.
\Ve offer the true Cocoos Bent, the finest of the Agrostis maritima grasses - over 99% pure.

1 lb. $2.50, 10 lbs. S22.50, 100 lbs. $200.00

Triple A Bent
This is a comparatively
new strain of Agrostis capillaris that
produces turf of the same beautiful color and texture as Velvet
Bent. The seed we offer has been rernachined for the elimination
of weed seeds and has a purity of over 99%. It has been an outstanding plot at our trial grounds.

1 lb. $2.25, 10 lbs. $20.00, 100 lbs. $185.00

Other Turf Grasses of Known

Quality

South German
Bent
Colonial
Bent
Fancy Red Top
Chewin~'s
N. Z. Fescue
Kentucky
Blue
Rou~h Stalked
Meadow
Special Bent Formulas
for Puttin~
Greens and Fairways
Rememb~r-AII
our seeds are of the highest quality, obtained direct from the most
reliable sources of supply and are botanically true to name. All seeds are new and
are cleaned and recleaned until they are brought up to the highest possible state of
purity and germination. special care being given to the elimination of weed seeds.
Write for our Sp2cial Prices to Golf Clubs. on your
requirements
of grass seeds for Fall Work.
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Specialists

in Golf Grass Seeds and Equipment

30-32 Barclay St., New York
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Helps Keep Greens and
Fairways Trim
With the Peerless Mower Sharpener
dull cutting
edges give way to keenness that
enables
mowers
to run
easier, on less power, wi th more .peed
New reconditioner
permiu
"lapping
in" with emery pane after grinding.

"

The Peerless i. the only sharpener
that replaces dull cutting
uniu with
keen tazor-li ke edges.
Sharpens
all
makes
of power.
horse
and hand
mowers.
A great time and money
S2ver.
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greens, water lines, drains or any physical factor in course
maintenance.
The greenkeeper in his line of duty cannot cover the course
as completely or with the same viewpoint as the professional
does in playing around.
The professional has another direct influence that he can
exert if he will. That is, the schooling of the members in the
value of their help in the course maintenance.
A suggestion
from the professional can have much more effect than from
the green keeper.
Encouragement
from the professional will cause the greenkeeper to strive to improve the standard for the greenkeeper
knows how much assistance a professional can be. Professionals
can also be very costly because of their influence in bringing
about course alterations and new construction
that add greatly
to the maintenance
cost without an equivalent
increase in
playing conditions.

State Sealed and Certified

THE PUTTING GREEN
GRASS OF AMERICA

The salesman who thoroughly understands soils and fertilizers; or who knows grass seeds from their source to the consumer and also knows the grasses and their habits of growth;
or who kllows about the mower, or fungicide, and is absolutely
sincere and honest, is a true friend to the greenkeeper and golf
course maintenance.
Such a salesman's influence can save a
club money and trouble.
The salesman who parrots his sales talk, uses high pressure
methods, misrepresents
the opinions of experts, or is a "depression salesman" exerts a very costly influence on the club's
maintenance.
The only stop to such influence is the keenness of
the greenkeeper, for the chairman is very frequently
gullible
enough to be sold. The modern green keeper is capable of putting such salesmen on the defensive at the start of the sales talk,
and we find their influence lessening.
Think of the influence these salesmen have, if not curbed.
Costly fertilizers that could be duplicated
at a lower price.
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clubs have taken advantage
introductory offer. Have you?"

SEASIDE
SEATTLE,

BENT CO.
direct for prices

\'\1 rong fertilizer for the turf or more fertilizer than can possibly be used by the grass; all of which if repeated would be accumulative in their influence upon the costs and results.
The forcing of the purchase of good mowing equipment that
is 1101 (u{aIJlct! to the particular
course, causes additional cost.
One could go through all the equipment and supplies and cite
many examples of the costly effect of "good salesmanship."
This article has attempted
to bring to the attention of its
readers the less obvious influences upon the costs and results of
golf turf maintenance.
It does not infer that all low handicap
members and professionals exert costly influences, neither does
it make all salesmen crooked or even bent (seedsmen).
It is
the fine influences of the majority of these individuals that
helps to keep the cost of maintenance within reason. Yet wh~n
one of these fellows does get loose, how he can run up the cOSt.
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Would you like better
turf next year?
Then

let us quote
Our

on your fall seeding, with samples.

Special Grass Seed Circular

is free.

HENRY A. DREER
Seeds, P1allts, Bulbs
1306 Spring Garden St.

AND

of our

WASHINGTON

Write distributors

Nexl
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Just sprinkle DI\VORMA
on your greens. rake up
the dead worms and the job is done. No washing in.
No rinsing. And best of all. no burned grass or dead
worms left in the ground to attract ants.
It's time to start planning for the Fall eradication
and now is the time to place your order.
Remember!
If Diworma does not do all that we claim. we make no
charge for the quantity used in testing.
\Vrite today for full information on prices. ollr money
saving deals and our free test offer.
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Distributors
THE J. M. McCULLOUGH'S SONS CO.
316 Walnut Street. Cincinnati, Ohio
THE NORTHWEST SEED CO.
1103 Post Street, Seattle, Wash.
THE WESTERN SEED MARKETING
CO.
Post Office Box 1447, Salt Lake City, Utah
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